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Abstract
Symmetrical protein complexes are ubiquitous in natural biological systems. Many have been
reengineered in vitro for chemical and medical applications. Symmetrical viral capsids and their
assembly are frequent platforms for these investigations. Lacking a means to create asymmetric capsids
may limit broader applications. Here, starting with the homodimeric Hepatitis B Virus capsid protein, we
developed a heterodimer, designed a hierarchical assembly pathway, and produced asymmetric capsids.
We showed that the heterodimers assemble into hexamers, and such preformed hexamers can nucleate
co-assembly, leading to “Janus” capsids with two discrete patches. We removed the hexamer patches
speci�cally and observed asymmetric holey capsids by cryo-EM reconstruction. The resulting holes can
be re�lled with new engineered dimers. This programmed assembly pathway provides windows for
speci�c engineering and modi�cation inside and outside of the capsid. This strategy can also be
generalized to other capsid assembly systems.

Introduction
Symmetrical supramolecular protein complexes are ubiquitous in natural biological systems to
compartmentalize and execute complex functions1-5. Many groups have attempted to take advantage of
natural systems to develop nanotechnologies, such as drug delivery, energy transport and information
storage6-17. Symmetrical viral capsids and their assembly are frequent platforms for these
investigations18-22. Many viral capsids have icosahedral symmetry and are assembled from a single
symmetrical building block23-26. The simplicity of viral capsids provides many advantages. However,
symmetrical subunits offer little or no opportunity to control the reaction and to incorporate speci�c
asymmetric features. This shortcoming may limit development of applications that need conditional
stops for information insertion and cargo loading. Engineering a controlled assembly pathway with
designed pauses is a strategy to overcome this drawback and support hierarchical assembly of a capsid.

Although capsid assembly has nucleation and elongation phases, there are no discrete stopping points
for manipulation and modi�cation of speci�c intermediates27-29. Here, we used Hepatitis B Virus (HBV)
capsid assembly as a model system and demonstrated an effective approach to break the spontaneous
assembly into addressable steps28,30,31. HBV dimers interact when the end of the “contact helix” of one
subunit �ts into a groove formed by the contact helix of an adjacent subunit (note the hexamer in Fig. 1).
Of course, a dimer has contact helices at either end23,32,33. In concept, both monomers can be engineered
differently, leading to a heterodimer for which each monomer can assemble in response to a speci�c
condition. One extreme example would be a heterodimer with an assembly-active monomer and an
assembly-incompetent monomer34-36. We designed such a heterodimer and have used it to generate
small complexes that, in turn, can nucleate assembly of a capsid. The co-assembled capsid has two
discrete and addressable patches37-39, a heterodimer patch and a homodimer patch, analogous to a
Janus particle40,41. The chemically distinct nature of the two patches give us the ability to control further
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modi�cation, disassembly, and reassembly. In this paper, we describe this platform and some basic
manipulations of controlled assembly.

 

Materials And Methods
A complete materials and methods section is available in supplementary information.

Design and expression of pET11a-Cp149HisCp149Y132A. Design of bicistronic pET11a-
Cp149HisCp149Y132A is described in Supplementary Fig. 1. Cp149HisCp149Y132A, was puri�ed based on

the protocol for Cp149Y132A with modi�cations36, Cp149 and Cp150 homodimers were puri�ed as

described previously42.

Assembly of hexamer, co-assembly, disassembly, and re�lling. All buffers include 50 mM HEPES pH 7.5.
To assemble hexamers, a 1:10 ratio of Cp149HisCp149Y132A to NiCl2 in 50 mM HEPES was incubated at
23°C for 1 h. To use hexamers as nuclei for co-assembly, 4:1 Cp150 dimer to Cp149HisCp149Y132A was
mixed with the pre-assembled hexamers, leading to a 4:1:10 ratio of Cp150 dimer : Cp149HisCp149Y132A :
NiCl2, and incubated for 10 min at 23°C. For co-assembly, a 300 mM NaCl buffer was used. To remove
hexamers from co-assembled capsids and create holey capsids, puri�ed capsids were mixed with 3 M
urea and 100 uM EDTA and incubated at 23°C for 24 h. Holey capsids were puri�ed with an Amicon Ultra-
Cel with 100 kDa cutoff to remove Cp149HisCp149Y132A subunits and washed 4 times with 150 mM NaCl.
All the analytical size exclusion chromatography was carried out with a Superose 6 10/300 GL column
(GE Healthcare) equilibrated in 50 mM HEPES (pH 7.5) for dimer characterization, with 150 mM NaCl for
holey capsids, and with 300 mM NaCl for hexamer and complete capsids.

Charge Detection Mass Spectrometry (CDMS). To test hexamer formation with CDMS, buffer was
replaced by volatile 20 mM ammonium acetate for protein and NiCl2. The homebuilt CDMS instrument

has been described previously43.

Resistive-Pulse Sensing (RPS). Resistive-pulse sensing is a single molecule detection method which
permits real-time and label-free characterization of individual HBV capsids44,45.  Resistive-pulse
measurements were conducted on the initially assembled capsids, holey capsids, and re�lled capsids.
Capsid samples were diluted to dimer concentrations of ≤ 0.1 μM in 1 M NaCl and loaded onto a
nano�uidic device with 4 pores in series. To improve the signal-to-noise ratio, samples were cycled back
and forth through the device n times (i.e., ping-pong)46. T = 3 and T = 4 Cp150 capsids were used as
standards.
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Results And Discussion
Design of a new pathway for asymmetric capsid assembly.  To create an asymmetric assembly pathway
with asymmetric capsids requires a means to initiate assembly with a speci�c complex and a means of
halting and possibly restarting assembly at a speci�c juncture. As an example, we designed an
asymmetric assembly pathway from asymmetric subunits to asymmetric holey capsids, and eventually
to asymmetric T=4 capsids (Fig. 1). With this designed pathway, we created stages in the reaction, which
yield opportunities for modi�cations and engineering.

To achieve asymmetric assembly, we modi�ed the 149-residue HBV capsid protein assembly domain,
Cp149. We created a heterodimeric subunit, Cp149HisCp149Y132A (Fig. 2a) that possesses functionalities
on each monomer, one encoding a programable assembly function and the other encoding a conditional
stop. The assembly active monomer can assemble in response to ionic strength, like wildtype dimer, and
is also sensitive to Ni2+ due to the addition of a His-Tag47. The conditional stop monomer carries the
assembly-incompetent mutation Y132A, which inhibits assembly due to loss of hydrophobic surface for
proper subunit interactions; however, it can still co-assemble with wildtype dimers into labile capsids34-36.

In our engineered assembly path (Fig. 1), the asymmetric heterodimers assemble in response to Ni2+ but
will stop after forming an initial complex, a hexamer in this diagram, due to the in�uence of Y132A.
Hexamers then can be used as nuclei to co-assemble with a second species of dimer, in response to high
ionic strength. The resulting hybrid capsids have two distinct patches, the hexamer nucleus and the
homodimer component. To further manipulate the structure, we differentially stabilize the patches, which
can be accomplished by using a homodimer that can spontaneously form crosslinks48,49. Here, we used
Cp150 homodimers. As a Cp149 variant, Cp150 incorporates a C-terminal cysteine that clusters at
�vefold and quasi-sixfold vertices resulting in disul�de crosslinks32,48,49. Crosslinked regions in hybrid
capsids are stable under low ionic strength and urea treatment. Because the heterodimer lacks cysteine
150 and fails to crosslink, heterodimer patches can be removed speci�cally, leaving crosslinked
asymmetric holey capsids. Such holey capsids then can be further modi�ed, and/or the hole can be
re�lled with new subunits to generate symmetric or asymmetric, un-holey T=4 complete capsids. 

In summary, we have a series of essentially orthogonal reactions that allow us to engineer novel features
into each step of a hierarchical assembly: (i) nucleate, (ii) elongate to create a “body”, (iii) crosslink
capsid body, (iv) remove nucleus, and (v) re�ll the hole.

 

 

Puri�cation and characterization of heterodimer Cp149HisCp149Y132A. To generate the asymmetric
heterodimer Cp149HisCp149Y132A, we designed a bicistronic expression plasmid (Supplementary Fig. 1).
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This approach has been used to split a single monomer into two segments, called SplitCore, which can
still dimerize, to incorporate oversized proteins for vaccine development50. The bicistronic plasmid carries
a single promoter and two genes for each monomer, Cp149His and Cp149Y132A. Each gene has its own
ribosome binding site (RBS). Following E.coli expression, Cp149HisCp149Y132A was puri�ed as a dimer
and characterized. The yield of puri�ed protein was ~50 mg per liter of LB broth. Cp149HisCp149Y132A

eluted as a single peak on size-exclusion chromatography (SEC) at the same position as homodimer
Cp149 (Fig. 2b). Cp149HisCp149Y132A was resolved on SDS-PAGE, showing approximately equal amounts
of two bands corresponding to the Y132A and the His-tag monomers (Fig. 2b, inset). Native mass
spectrometry (MS) of heterodimer Cp149HisCp149Y132A showed three peaks corresponding to Cp149His

monomer, Cp149Y132A monomer, and heterodimer comprised of Cp149His and Cp149Y132A (Fig. 2c). 
There was no evidence of either Cp149His or Cp149Y132A homodimers in the MS analysis.

E�cient expression of highly puri�ed heterodimer is an important step towards asymmetric assembly in
this study. An asymmetric dimer may also be useful for vaccine development and other applications50-53.
The splitcore system allowed incorporation of large inserts but still generated a symmetric dimer50. An
HBV tandem dimer comprised of two monomers linked by a short peptide was developed54,55. However,
in our hands we observed the tandem dimer had low yield and generated many aggregates that
suggested that the linkage between monomers may have led to misfolding. The bicistronic heterodimer
expression system retained monomer integrity, while still providing the opportunity to modify each
monomer independently. We believe that our system has potential for larger changes, e.g., peptide and
protein insertion for antigen presentation. 

Heterodimer Cp149HisCp149Y132A assembles hexamer. Because heterodimer carries the assembly-

incompetent mutation Y132A34-36, we �rst compared the assembly induced by high ionic strength (300
mM NaCl) of Cp149HisCp149Y132A and wild-type homodimer Cp149. As anticipated, Cp149HisCp149Y132A

failed to assemble capsids, and no stable intermediates were isolated under conditions where Cp149
assembled readily (Supplementary Fig. 2).

We then tested assembly of Cp149HisCp149Y132A in response to Ni2+ at low ionic strength, taking
advantage of the His-tag without involving ionic strength-driven assembly (Fig. 3). We typically used 10
µM heterodimer and 100 µM NiCl2 for these reactions. We observed by SEC that Cp149HisCp149Y132A

assembles into heterogeneous complexes that are larger than dimers. Using charge detection mass
spectrometry (CDMS), a single molecule technique capable of resolving the masses of complex
mixtures56, we found that major species were hexamers, dimers of dimers, and free dimers (Fig. 3b). The
larger complexes were isolated by SEC and visualized by negative-stain electron microscopy (EM).
Particles from micrographs were semi-manually selected and subjected to 2D classi�cation, resulting in
top and side views of hexamers and double hexamers (Fig. 3c). Due to the limited number of particles, a
density map of double hexamer was not reconstructed. The top 8 classes were selected for
reconstructing a 3D density map that reached 17 Å resolution. The resulting density map con�rmed
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assembly of capsid-like hexamers by Cp149HisCp149Y132A (Fig. 3d). A hexamer molecular model, isolated

from an HBV capsid57, �t well into the density. Thus, unlike symmetric homodimers, which assemble into
capsids with very low concentrations of intermediates, asymmetric Cp149HisCp149Y132A heterodimers
assemble to hexamers or double hexamers and then assembly stops. Successful hexamer and double
hexamer formation also suggest that species with different sizes can be produced with other mutations.

 

 

Cp149HisCp149Y132A hexamers co-assemble with homodimers. While the Y132A mutant is assembly

incompetent on its own, it can co-assemble with Cp14934-36. We reasoned that the hexameric complex
that assembled in response to Ni2+ could nucleate further assembly, because each incoming dimer will
make two contacts to the nucleating hexamer, only one of which was compromised by the Y132A
mutation. Thus, the Y132A may weaken the initial steps of assembly but will not prevent it. To test this
hypothesis, we co-assembled preformed hexamers with homodimers, in effect making a Janus particle
with a nucleus patch and a homodimer patch40,41. As mentioned above, we chose Cp150 homodimers
that can crosslink for co-assembly reaction to ensure that the homodimer component would be sturdy
enough to allow subsequent removal of the heterodimer hexamers.

We observed although heterodimer polymerization stops at hexamers, hexamers can nucleate ionic
strength-driven (300 mM NaCl) assembly of Cp150 homodimers, forming hybrid capsids; adding
heterodimer hexamers to an assembly reaction promoted assembly and decreased the apparent pseudo-
critical concentration of assembly (Fig. 4a). As a control, we observed that Ni2+ at a concentration of 100
µM had no measurable effect on Cp150 assembly (Supplementary Fig. 3). Free Cp149HisCp149Y132A

heterodimers can co-assemble with Cp150 to form morphologically normal capsids but there is no
evidence that the different classes of subunit segregate (Supplementary Fig. 3).

Structural and model studies have suggested that a trimer of dimers acts as the nucleus in normal HBV
capsid assembly27,31,35. Here, we showed that an arti�cially created hexamer can also function as nuclei
to promote assembly. It suggests that capsid assembly can progress by various pathways that might
arise from different types of nuclei. Manipulation of nuclei formation may change the course of
assembly.

 

 

Resection of hybrid capsids to holey capsids. Previously, we attempted to generate holey capsids by
removing modi�ed subunits that had been incorporated stochastically; we were unable to identify regular,
contiguous patches by this method58. However, our Janus capsids have a heterodimer hexamer patche in
a body of crosslinked Cp150. We hypothesized that removing the heterodimer hexamers will leave Cp150
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holey capsids intact due to their exceptional stability. To test this hypothesis, we puri�ed hybrid capsids
from a co-assembly reaction and removed heterodimer hexamers with a cocktail of 100 µM EDTA and 3
M urea. EDTA will disrupt the Ni2+ mediated interaction between His-Tags. Urea at 3 M weakens Cp-Cp
interactions without unfolding dimer structures, allowing the heterodimer Cp149HisCp149Y132A dimers to

dissociate from the hybrid capsids59. We observed that EDTA and urea treatment decreased the amount
of Cp149His associated with the presumably holey capsids based on SDS-PAGE and led to altered elution
of capsid-sized particles on SEC (Supplementary Fig. 4a).

To validate the presence of holey capsids and not the selective dissociation of hexamer-enriched capsids,
we analyzed puri�ed holey capsids by resistive pulsive sensing (RPS)46,60. In RPS, solute displaces a
proportional amount of electrolyte from a nanopore, resulting in a de�ection of the current that is
proportional to the volume of a single particle (Supplementary Fig. 5 and 6). It is a particularly powerful
approach for working with low protein concentrations in the presence of non-volatile solutes. We found
that EDTA and urea reduced the proportion of 120-dimer T=4 capsids, had little effect on the proportion of
90-dimer T=3 particles, and introduced a new heterogeneous mixture of incomplete, stable capsids (Fig.
4b, green line). The remaining T=4 and T=3 capsids may be assembled exclusively from Cp150
homodimers. This result con�rmed that co-assembled Cp149HisCp149Y132A hexamers can be removed,
leaving potentially asymmetric holey capsids. Given that a 120-dimer capsid losing a single hexamer
should have 114 dimers remaining, many capsids apparently had more than one hexamer or one double
hexamer removed.

Cryo-EM reconstruction of holey capsids. To unambiguously con�rm that asymmetric holey capsids had
been created, we characterized the species in a resection reaction with cryo-EM. As predicted from our
RPS results, raw micrographs of holey capsids showed a mixture of compete capsids and capsids with
open edges (Fig. 5a, red arrows). 41,057 particles were selected and processed for 3D image
reconstruction. Through the whole reconstruction process, C1 symmetry was applied to avoid losing
unique features that would have been overwritten if we had used icosahedral symmetry averaging61.

After 2D classi�cation, the dataset was divided into two sets, one for complete capsids (23,478 particles)
and the other for asymmetric holey capsids (17,579 particles). The dataset for complete capsids yielded
a 6.2 Å resolution density map showing an apparently symmetrical 120-dimer capsid, though only C1
symmetry was applied (Fig 5b). We note that some capsids included in the complete capsid dataset may
have had holes that were obscured by particle orientation.  The holey capsid dataset was further divided
into two sets by 3D classi�cation, based on the size of the hole. In the end, 9,697 particles were used to
reconstruct a 10.8 Å resolution density map for a holey capsid missing around a hexamer of dimers (Fig.
5c). The remaining 7,882 particles were reconstructed to yield a 12.9 Å resolution density map for a holey
capsid missing approximately two hexamers (Fig. 5e). The two holey capsid density maps never reached
the same resolution as the 120-dimer capsid density map. We believe that might be due to the use of
fewer particles, particle heterogeneity, and potentially the greater �exibility of holey capsids.
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To quantify the number of missing dimers on both reconstructions, we overlaid density maps for holey
capsids at 1.3σ contour level on the density map for the120-dimer capsid density map. For the capsid
with the smaller hole, density was missing for ~9 dimers centered around a hexamer (Fig. 5d). For the
capsid with the bigger hole, ~18 dimers were missing from a hole that could be �lled by a double
hexamer and a pentamer (Fig. 5f). Initially, we suggested that during co-assembly, hexamers and double
hexamers nucleated capsid formation. However, based on RPS there was no clear peak for holey capsids
that lost exactly a hexamer or a double hexamer during capsid resection. Careful examination of both
holey density maps showed degraded density close to edge of the hole, suggesting that particles used for
reconstruction were not homogeneous.  This heterogeneity could arise for multiple reasons: i) additional
heterodimers could have associated with the built-in hexamer or the double hexamer during the co-
assembly reaction, which would result in heterogeneity at edge of the hole, and ii) although the majority
of the Cp150 homodimers crosslinked, dimers on the edge of the hole may not have crosslinked and were
thus labile when exposed by resection. The heterogeneity of the holes observed by cryo-EM matches well
with the apparent heterogeneity de�ned by RPS of holey capsids (Fig. 4b).

 

 

Holey capsids can be re�lled to create asymmetric, un-holey capsids. Early attempts to characterize
assembly pathways showed intermediates with sizes similar to holey capsid species that could proceed
to assemble. However, we were unable to structurally characterize and isolate them, which may be due to
their rarity and instability56. We reasoned that our holey capsids can also proceed to assemble to 120-
dimer un-holey capsids, making them useful for containing cargo and for displaying surface features that
were not part of the original nucleus or the capsid body. In effect, holey capsids are models of on-path
assembly intermediates56.

To test our ability to re�ll the holey capsids, we introduced a �uorescent homodimer, Cp150Bo, which has
a BODIPY �uorophore attached to residue cysteine 150 of Cp15048. After the re�lling reaction, using RPS,
we observed that the amount of heterogenous holey capsids decreased nearly to the baseline and the
amount of 120-dimer capsids, indistinguishable from control T=4 capsids, increased (Fig. 4b, blue line).
This result indicated that holey capsids are assembly-active polymers to which Cp150Bo homodimers
can be added. The appearance of bright �uorescence in chromatographic separations of un-holey
capsids con�rmed the addition of Cp150Bo (Fig. 4c, blue). For comparison, capsids of Cp150Bo alone
are dimly �uorescent (Fig. 4c, orange), because BODIPY �uorophores are close to each other in the capsid
interior, leading to �uorescence quenching57. In re�lled holey capsids, there are no adjacent BIDIPY
�uorophores on the edges of holes, leaving �uorophores unquenched. Thus, holey capsids can still react
with free dimers, such as Cp150Bo. This result shows that other modi�ed homodimers, potentially
carrying novel moieties can be incorporated into the holey capsids through the re�lling process. We
suggest that with ligand targeting modi�cations, re�lled capsids have potential for drug delivery to
speci�c sites.
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Conclusion
Symmetric subunits often spontaneously assemble into symmetric capsids with no stops26,31. Here, we
showed a strategy to break the continuous HBV capsid assembly into a series of independent reactions.
The key to this process is to design a heterodimer with distinct assembly properties programmed into
each monomer. One monomer is assembly-active and can assemble in response to Ni2+, whereas the
other monomer is assembly-incompetent alone but can co-assemble with additional homodimers34-36. By
manipulating assembly conditions with the novel designed heterodimer, a set of independent assembly
reactions can be achieved. The different reactions yielded: hexamer, asymmetric co-assembled capsids,
asymmetric holey capsids, and re�lled asymmetric un-holey capsids. Formation of the asymmetric
capsids mimics the assembly of bacteriophage P22 where a portal complex nucleates capsid
assembly62. However, in this case, the “hexamer portals” can be removed to create asymmetric holey
capsids that can be subsequently re�lled with other engineered dimers. This reinvented process provides
many opportunities to engineer asymmetric and symmetric capsids for applications40,41, e.g., loading
cargos into holey capsids, attaching a directing signal to re�lling homodimers. We are effectively
providing a path for making very small, 36-nm diameter, Janus particles with molecular uniformity.
Though not every viral capsid is built from homodimers like HBV, many viral capsids have oligomeric
subunits that could be asymmetrized23-26. We anticipate that our strategy to create an asymmetric
assembly pathway and asymmetric capsids can be generalized to other viral capsids systems by
redesigning the interaction interfaces from the same subunit. Asymmetric capsids from this process will
open a window to create organized, multi-functionalized particles.
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Figure 1

Schematic of the hierarchical assembly of an HBV capsid analog starting with an asymmetric dimeric
subunit. Engineered HBV heterodimers assemble into hexamers by addition of Ni2+. The hexamer model
in this �gure provides a low-resolution representation of the interaction between dimers. Hexamers
nucleate co-assembly with homodimers into capsids. Co-assembled capsids are disassembled into holey
capsids by removing the hexameric nucleus. Holey capsids then can be re�lled into compete capsids with
addition of a new species of homodimer. Note that the co-assembled capsid and re�lled capsid have a
de�ned patch, allowing display of a unique surface chemistry. Also, the opening in the holey capsid offers
the opportunity to add a novel cargo to the capsid. 

Figure 2
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Design and puri�cation of the engineered heterodimer, Cp149HisCp149Y132A. a, A model of the modi�ed
heterodimer based on 1QGT. The contact helix and subsequent loops, with residue 132, extend to the right
and left of the base of the dimer. A 6 histidine His-Tag is attached to the C-terminus of one monomer
(orange), and an assembly incompetent mutation (Y132A) is present on the other monomer (purple). b,
Puri�ed heterodimer, Cp149HisCp149Y132A, shows a single peak by SEC and elutes similarly to puri�ed
Cp149 homodimers. SDS-PAGE shows a single band for Cp149 homodimers, whereas
Cp149HisCp149Y132A shows two equally dense bands corresponding to the two different monomers
(inset). c, Native mass spectrometry of Cp149HisCp149Y132A shows three species corresponding to the
different monomers and the disul�de crosslinked heterodimer. No MS evidence was found for the
Cp149¬¬His homodimer or Cp149Y132A homodimer.

Figure 3

Characterization of heterodimer hexamers. a, SEC shows that with the addition of Ni2+,
Cp149HisCp149Y132A heterodimers form larger species and elute earlier than heterodimers. b, CDMS
demonstrates that Ni2+ induces formation of hexamers. c, Class average of negative stain EM of puri�ed
hexamers shows top and side views of hexamers. Double hexamers are also observed. d, A 17 Å
resolution hexamer density map reconstructed from negative stain EM (side and top views) matches well
with a hexamer model isolated from an HBV capsid (1QGT). 
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Figure 4

Generating holey capsids through co-assembly and disassembly and re�lling holey capsids. a, SEC
shows that heterodimer hexamers co-assemble with Cp150 homodimers (black) to generate more
capsids than Cp150 homodimer itself (red). b, RPS analysis of co-assembled capsids, holey capsids, and
re�lled capsids. Puri�ed co-assembled capsids have two major species, T=3 and T=4 capsids (red line).
After the disassembly process, holey capsids are generated from T=4 capsids resulting in a heterogenous
array of incomplete holey capsids (green line). With addition of Cp150Bo homodimer, holey capsids are
re�lled back to T=4 capsids (blue line). c, SEC with a �uorescence detector shows that Cp150Bo co-elute
with re�lled capsids.  

Figure 5

Cryo-EM characterization of holey capsids. a, A cryo-EM micrograph of a holey capsid sample. Several
obvious holey capsids are pointed out by red arrows. b, c and e, Reconstructions yielded a 120-dimer
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complete capsid (b) and two species of holey capsids (c and e). d and f, Comparing holey to complete
capsid maps shows that the capsid with the small hole (c and d) is missing density for 9 dimers
including one hexamer. Whereas the capsid with a bigger hole (e and f) is missing density for ~18 dimers
including two hexamers and a pentamer. The partial subunits at the periphery of the holes suggests
heterogeneity of hole size and mobility of peripheral dimers. For these �gures, capsid density is contoured
at 1.3 . Holey capsids are colored by radius.
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